
Mail between BNA & UK,
1766–1875
Introduction
This is a pseudo-virtual exhibit; pseudo- because it is intended to be printed (with real covers, not the
scans) as an exhibit. I put it in this virtual form in order to expose it to criticism before I mount the
pages, and also to see just what I have, what I need, and what I can dispose of.

There are some obvious problems with the exhibit. First, it is currently at 127 pages, far longer than
I had originally planned—I hope to get it down to 96 pages for a six-frame exhibit at Orapex (an annual
Canadian national level show in Ottawa) in May 2008 , and eventually to 80 pages for international
showing. Second, there are a number of pages with just one cover (that don’t deserve to be by themselves
on a page) and a lot of white space—these were covers for which I had hoped to find companions on the
page, but couldn’t. The synopsis is probably too long (over two pages), and despite that, not sufficiently
detailed.

There are undoubtedly many errors and omissions of fact, some page arrangements could be im-
proved, the organization likely leaves something to be desired, the story line might be obscure, . . . .
Some of the material could be upgraded, too. I hope readers will send comments, criticisms, and sug-
gestions (e-mail address below)—this is the main point of putting it on-line.

I am also interested in buying or trading for material that would fit in, e.g., retaliatory rates to BNA,
some more eighteenth century stuff, etc.

The scans are 150dpi, very low resolution, hence some of the images look a lot worse than the covers
really are (and the appearance of some is considerably improved). This is another reason to call this
pseudo-virtual. Had I intended to make this a real virtual (!) exhibit, I would have scanned at 300dpi.
Many of the side images are in greyscale, as these are intended to be printed (as I intend to use a bw
printer), and I will have to convert the coloured side images to greyscale as well. The images of the
covers are within ±5% of their actual size, or so I hope.

I have also included an index, mainly so I can easily find what I am looking for among 200+ covers.
I think all virtual exhibits (pseudo- or not) should have an index. The page numbers are at the extreme
lower left, so low on the pages that they will not be printed (they currently are prepared for a4 pages).
Of course, when the time comes to submit the exhibit, the index will not be included, and neither will
this introduction.

This was prepared in the typesetting language TEX (but not straitjacket LaTEX). I have mentioned this

so often in my (virtual) philatelic publications with no reaction from readers, that this time, I am not
going to discuss its numerous advantages, nor the typographic qualities of the document. The font
family is itc Elysium.

When text overlaps an image, it means that the cover will be mounted to the left of where it is
shown.

David Handelman, Ottawa, August 2007

rochelle2@sympatico.ca

Added March 2008 . While I couldn’t get it down to 96 pages, I at least did manage to reduce it to
112 pages (seven frames).
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Mail between BNA & UK,
1766–1875
Synopsis
For this exhibit, bna is used for the provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia (ns ), New Brunswick (nb ), and
Prince Edward Island (pei ) in the pre-Confederation period, and for the Maritime provinces plus On-
tario and Quebec after Confederation. We do not include Newfoundland, British Columbia & Vancou-
ver’s Island, Red River Settlement, . . . . We use United Kingdom and Great Britain interchangeably, and
to mean British Isles (noting that the usual meanings of these three terms are different).

This is a strictly postal history exhibit discussing mail between bna and uk ; the emphasis is on
rates, routes, and carriers (these cannot be separated, since the rates depended on the routes and the
carriers), with less emphasis on the ratemarks and the transport-related postmarks, mentioning the
postal history that is not relevant to the story, and with occasional comments on the contents or the
stamps on the covers. Unless it is part of the story (such as a wreck, or the reason for late fee payment),
the names of ships on which the letters travelled are not mentioned; since the rates often depended on
which shipping line was used, these typically are mentioned.

The earliest cover is dated 1766 , one year after ship letter rate changes. In 1875 , UK joined the UPU,
while Canada was kept out; as consolation, UK lowered the basic rate between them to the standard UPU
rate, 2 1⁄2d = 5¢ , and in general, rates simplify tremendously. The exhibit stops at this point. In order
for a cover to be eligible to appear in the exhibit, either it originated in UK and ended up in BNA or
vice versa, or it contains a loop of the form UK–BNA–UK or BNA–UK–BNA.

Organization There is an obvious initial divison of the exhibit. Transatlantic letters could be carried
by privately-owned ships (the resulting letters are known as ship letters), or by Government-owned or
-licensed packet ships (packet letters). Within each of these, we have further subdivisions, the direction
(bna to uk and vice versa; direct, or via the US) being the most obvious. During the period of large
scale conversion from sail to steam, there was a major overhaul in packet rates 1839 , so there are two
packet sections—up to 1839 and after 1839 . By 1850 , almost no ship letter mail was carried (except
bootleg mail, which we will not discuss).

Packet rates and means of payment (stamps, cash, collect, prepaid, . . . ,) changed more frequently
from 1849 , and each of these rate periods receives a subsection of its own. In 1859 , penalties were
introduced for short paid or unpaid mail, resulting in a whole slew of postal history.

Too late and late fees have a direct impact on rates and routes. If a letter arrived at (say) Liverpool
too late for a Canadian ship, it would normally be put on the next available packet (the first packet
principle), possibly requiring more postage. So we have a section on them.

We also deal with printed matter, newspapers, and free mail, and conclude with soldiers’ letters.

Where possible and meaningful, the preference is for covers to/from Prince Edward Island, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Province of Canada in that order, as it reflects difficulty of
acquisition (PEI being by far the most difficult to obtain). Similarly, there is a preference for various
islands (Channel, Jersey, Orkneys, . . . ), then Wales, Ireland, Scotland, and England in that order.

Throughout, stg is short for sterling, and cy is short for currency, in the latter case, referring to the
somewhat devalued monetary system in use in the BNA provinces (whose value varied from province
to province).
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Ship letters This is mail carried by privately-owned ship, not owned or under license to the Govern-
ment. BNA–UK Among the highlights are 1766 NS–UK [p 2 ], 1816 Canada to Scotland via Ireland [p 3 ]
1801 double crown ship letter handstamp [p 4 ], 1808 via warship to Guernsey [p 5 ], and the partially
free 1832 ship letter with Toronto (not the city) manuscript via the US [p 10 ].

I particularly like high multiple rates (1837 , Canada–Scotland via New York prepaid $2.25 and then
charged 15/10stg [p 11 ]). An 1840 freight money cover (one of about two dozen known from BNA) for
a sailing ship from the US is shown [p 12 ]. An 1830 ship letter from York to London via the Niagara
exchange with the rare paid to New York oval also appears [p 9 ].

UK–BNA. In the reverse direction, the 1796 London–Montreal cover with the crude Quebec SHIP
[p 15 ] is followed by a War of 1812 example carried by war ship [p 16 ]. The next page shows two of the
six known Post paid withdrawn ship letter covers to Canada (1814–15 ), from Liverpool and London
[p 17 ]. The same idea appears in the half-packet ship letters (one quintuple rate) [p 20 ].

Although ship letters peter out in the early 1840s, we have an 1841 penny red (paying internal UK
postage to forwarding agents) cover to Canada [p 21 ] (only a handful of such covers are known). This
subsection concludes with two consignees letters (1829 & 1841 ) [p 22 & 23 ], one of which is to Prince
Edward Island; these are practically unknown to BNA.

Packets to 1839 Packet letters are those carried by packets, that is, ships authorized to carry mail by
the government, usually running on a regular schedule. Rate changes in 1839 made the use of packet
service much more affordable, hence the subdivision. Prior to this, packet rates were very high, and
variable, and often clerks were confused.

BNA–UK The tired-looking but spectacular 1798 septuple and quintuple PEI–Edinburgh covers pre-
sented rate problems for the clerks [p 25 & 26 ]. There is a pair of 1816 covers from PEI to London
carried on the same ship from Halifax (and both with extremely rare Pictou manuscript) that are rated
completely differently, and both are wrong [p 28 ]. This is followed by an 1830 Halifax–UK cover with
more than £1 postage charged [p 30 ], and examples from PEI to England showing the use of crowns to
strike through incorrect charges [p 31 ].

UK–BNA The 1794 & 1798 Scotland–PEI covers [p 39 ] show a wealth of features, including the little
known internal BNA ship letter fee, and a few rare postmarks. The next page shows examples for three
consecutive rate periods for outgoing packets [p 40 ].

One of the highlights of the exhibit is the 1828 replacement letter [p 39 ], a copy of a letter sent
on a ship that was lost. Another one is the 1817 octodectuple (18×) cover [p 42 ], charged £2/10 in
postage! Examples of the complicated rating via the US are also shown [p 44 ].

Packets, 1839 on For several months in 1839 , no internal postage was charged in BNA on transatlantic
letters, but this was subsequently altered to 2d stg.

BNA–UK Example from the brief period in 1839 [p 46 ]. This is followed by another highlight of the
exhibit, an 1840 multiply redirected cover with penny black [p 47 ] (at most five such examples from
BNA exist). This is followed by another octodectuple cover [p 48 ]. Then covers showing the use of the
now much more expensive US route [p 50 ]. One of the four known examples from BNA via Boston
through the British consul and packet agent for Cunard follows (1844 ) [p 52 ].

When a cover was remailed or redirected in UK, there was an additional charge equal to the internal
postage. We show a few examples with postage paid by penny reds, including what is probably the
earliest cover from Canada with more than one stamp (1845 ) [p 53 ].

Rate and procedural changes and procedures came more quickly in this period, beginning in 1849 ,
then 1854 , 1859/60 , . . . , 1870 , and I show examples; highlights include the unusual NS bisect [p 58 ],
both the rare New-Bk and British claim handstamps on the same page [p 59 ], and the expected 16 ×
cover [p 66 ], this one rated in lsd currency three years after Canada had converted to decimal.

UK–BNA As with the reverse direction, covers representing all the rate changes are shown. One of the
more spectacular covers is the 1852 packet to Canada paid with a dozen penny reds [p 73 ]. Covers with
claim (accountancy) marks include the rarely seen Liverpool 1/8 handstamp [p 76 ], and covers with
penny reds applied mysteriously [p 80 ]. A page with double, quadruple, and sextuple rates exemplifies
the British rule that only even multiple rates were permitted 1840–68 [p 83 ]. One of the very few uses
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of the 10d embossed to Canada adorns a Colllins line packet letter, oddly enough to New Brunswick
[p 86 ].

Penalties, 1859 on In 1859 , UK imposed fines for shortpaid and unpaid letters; some of these could
be quite draconian, for example, short paid by 1d, charged 15¢ in Canada; short paid by 2d, charged
17¢ [p 95 ]. Covers short paid as a result of the first packet principle, however, were not fined [p 98 ]
(although the deficiency had to be collected from the addressee).

Too late & late fee If a letter arrived too late in the day for the day’s despatch, it was marked too late;
this was important if as a result it missed the current packet in port, and had to wait a week for the
next one. One of the few examples known of the Charlottetown script Too Late handstamp is shown
[p 100 ], as well as a number of UK too late handstamps.

In the UK (but not in BNA), it was possible to pay a late fee if the letter came to the office after the
bag had been closed but not despatched (or versions of this). Examples to BNA are very difficult to find,
but we show a number of examples, including one carried in 1857 on the short-lived North Atlantic
Steam Navigation Company Circassian (not to be confused with a ship of the same name of the Allan
Line, built 1872 ) [p 103 ].

Other services This includes newspapers, printed matter, & free (or partially free) mail. An 1839 newspa-
per wrapper from PEI to England, likely the only one recorded is shown [p 104 ], as well as a complete
1844 newspaper from Ireland to Canada [p 105 ].

Free mail A remarkable 1792 Parliamentary free from UK to NB leads off [p 107 ]. A later cover, mailed
just after the reform of the free franking system (January 1840 ), is also likely the earliest reported
envelope from UK to Canada [p 109 ] (and it was charged double in Canada for the enclosure!).

Soldiers letters Examples from BNA–UK (1818 , 1821 ) are shown, one of which refers to the Castine
Fund [p 111 ]. In the other direction, the final cover in the exhibit is also one of the most spectacular—it
shows the second reported Missent to Liverpool England handstamp, this on a cover that went from
Bermuda to Halifax to Liverpool to Halifax to Montreal [p 112 ]. Its letter is also interesting.

There are five levels of headings (excluding the exhibit title)

Title
Subtitle
Subsubtitle

Subsubsubtitle (In-line) Practically all pages have a subsubtitle, and all descriptions of covers have a
subsubsubtitle.

References Rates to and from UK 1840 and earlier (and some later) are from Robinson, For the port and
carriage . . . . Later rates from UK are from Tabeart, United Kingdom letter rates 1657–1900, inland & overseas.
Letter rates and other postal history from BNA include Jephcott, Greene, and Young, Postal history of Nova
Scotia & New Brunswick 1754–1867, Boggs Canada, Robson Lowe Encyclopædia of British Empire postage stamps
Volume V; US rates are from Boggs.

UK maritime marking information is from Tabeart Robertson revisited, which is denoted in the text
[Robertson] ([Tabeart] refers to the latter’s rates book), and other UK postmark information from Whit-
ney, Alcock and Holland, . . . . BNA marking information is from JGY, RL, Doug Murray’s 2000 postmarks
of Prince Edward Island, JJ MacDonald’s Post office in Nova Scotia, Graham’s Ontario broken circles, many ref-
erences by Frank Campbell, and my own notes. US marking information is from the American stampless
cover catalog volumes 1 & 2 .
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Index
What the heck is an index doing here?

I feel that virtual exhibits should have an index and in any case, it will be helpful when I revise it.
If I put the index in its traditional place, at the very end, no one will think of consulting it, as hardly
anyone gets to the end of exhibits (although in this exhibit, the very last cover is one of the most
spectacular)—especially judges.

Omitted from the index are terms that occur so frequently that it would be moronic to include
them—for example, US, UK, BNA, NS, NB, transatlantic, packet, ship letter, Canada, Scotland, Ireland,
Cunard, Allan, paid, collect, charged, most city names, . . . .

Aberbrothwick, 41
Advertised, 5
Aldershot Camp, 63
Amherstburg, 47
Ancaster, 21, 44
Annapolis, 39
Antigonish, 37
Ashford, 97
Axminster, 65
Balaclava, 82
Ballycastle, 111
Ballymoe, 88
Bandon, 45
Banff, 39
Barbados, 91
Bath (UC), 8
Bellisses, 79
Belton, 70
Bentinck, 82
Bermuda, 112
Berwick, 71
Bishop, 34
Bishop mark, 2
Black Ball (ship line), 13
Brighton, 91, 111
Brighton, 111
Bromley, 69
Campbell’s Cross, 84
Canadian Steam Navigation Company, 86
Canadian Pkt (postmark), 99
Carrbridge, 70
carrier fee, 14, 16
Castine Fund, 111
Channel Islands, 5
Charing Cross, 72, 76
Charlottetown, 23
claim, 55,59–60, 74–76, 79–86, 92, 101, 103, 108
Clermont, 35
Cluny, 53
Coburg, 40
Colchester, 53
Collins Line, 86
consignee mail, 22–23
Cooksville, 75
cross-border, 8

Cwm-Avon (Wales), 94
Darlington, 63
dectuple, 11, 13
dectuple, 13
Derby (NB), 91
Derby Line, 9
Douglas, 98
Dundas, 98
Earlton, 90
Edmonton (CW), 84
Elgin, 61, 64, 68
envelope, 109
Esquesing, 70
exchange, 12, 21, 77
Exeter, 81
ferriage, 8–11
first packet principle, 85, 95, 98, 101
Forres, 21, 44
forwarding agent, 16, 20–21, 32, 50
free, 10, 107–110
freight money, 12
French Park, 88
Galway, 38
Grand River (York County, UC), 105
Greenock, 4
Guelph, 101, 110
Guernsey, 5
Haddington, 44
half-packet, 20, 41
Halifax (UK), 85
Hampstead, 45
Hastings, 96
High Wycombe, 84

Highgate,vt , 51

exchange, 51
Hillboro, 84
Holland Landing, 53
Holyhead and Kingstown, 89
Huddersfield, 69
Ilfracombe, 92
Ingersoll, 94
Inman, 90
inquiry form, 108
inspector’s mark/star, 40, 44, 55, 76, 80
internal BNA ship letter, 17, 20, 22, 34
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Inverness, 78
Ironbridge, 48
Isle of Man, 98
Isle of Wight, 57
Killin, 98
Kilmarnock, 77
Kings College, 72
Kinsale, 105
Lachine, 65
Lancaster, 98
late fee, 88, 90, 102–103
Lepreau, 60
Lewiston, 10
Liverpool quartered datestamp, 96–97
Loborough, 46
Lombard Street, 71, 80
Macauley, John, 52
Manitoba, 68
Margate, 6
Markham, 45
Millbrooke, 79
Millport, 82
Miramichi, 38
Moorgate Street, 78
more to pay, 70
Much-Wenlock, 48
New Carlisle, 90
Newport, 57
Newport Mon, 85
newspaper, 104–105
Niagara, 9, 48, 53, 94
nonatuple, 11, 30
Nonatuple, 11
North Atlantic Steam Navigation Company, 103
octodectuple, 42, 48
Oxford, 57
packet letter (handstamp), 32
Parliamentary privilege, 107
Pembina, 68
Pembroke (Wales), 2
Penetang, 53
penny pink stationery, 71
penny black, 47
Philipsburg, 29
Pickering, 44
Picton, 78
Poole, 104
Port Hastings, 96
Port Hope, 100

Portsmouth, 11
Post paid withdrawn ship letter, 17
Prestonkirk, 71
Guelph, 71
Prince Edward Island, 13, 23, 25, 28, 31, 34, 49, 60, 72,
74, 81, 87, 93, 100, 104, 106
printed matter, 104, 106
quadruple, 11, 14, 20, 26, 36, 49, 77, 83, 86, 88, 95
Rugby, 94
Ryerson, Egerton, 54
Sandhurst, 91
Sanquhar, 57
Selkirk, 14
septuple, 14, 25, 83
sexadectuple, 66
Ship Lre, 18
Skipton, 85
soldiers’ letters, 111–112
Southend, 91
St Andrews (NB), 109
St Andrews (CE), 85
Stanstead, 9, 77
Stayner, 46
straightline, 10, 26–27, 29, 32, 35
Stromness (Orkneys), 68
Sydney, 37, 39
Thornhill, 69
Three Rivers, 7
too late, 11, 100–101
Toronto (Peel County), 10
Trafalgar (UC), 8
triple, 17, 40, 50, 97
Truro, 74
TW Moore, 32, 52
USP, 10
unidectuple, 42
Vaughan, 75
Victoria, 77
Virginia, 79
Wales, 2, 85, 94
Walsall, 89
war ship, 16
Willowdale, 84, 92
Willowdale, 92
Windsor, 55, 72
Woolwich, 91
Yarmouth, 61
Yarmouth (UK), 6
York (UC), 7
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List of ships

Acadia, 50
Africa, 85, 102
America, 100
Anglo-Saxon, 124
Ariel, 39
Atlantic, 86
Baltic, 86
Cambria, 6
Canada, 124
Canadian, 101
Circassian, 103
Cumberland, 17
Dee, 111
Duke of York, 32
Earl Marchmont, 15
Etna, 90
Europa, 100–101, 118
Goldfinch, 39
Hibernia, 52, 77
Hinchinbrooke, 37

Importer, 19
Indian, 101
John & Mary, 18
Lady Wood, 23
Leander, 111
Martha, 33
Moravian, 88
Neilson, 4
Niagara, 100, 118
Nightingale, 5
North Briton, 85
Nova Scotian, 98
Pacific, 86
Palus, 16
Persia, 98
Peruvian, 68
Polynesian, 103, 125
Royal Yeoman, 17
Sarah Sands, 86
Skylark, 29
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Mail between BNA & UK,
1766–1875
We discuss mail in either direction between BNA (here used to mean Province of Canada, Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island before Confederation, and Canada & Prince Edward Island
after) and the UK (here meaning the British Isles) from 1766 until the GPU/UPU uniformized some
rates in 1875 . The emphasis is on rates (which are affected by routes and carriers), then on markings
related to transatlantic service, then on other postal history. The names of the ships, unless relevant
to the story, are not normally mentioned.

Letters carried ships authorized by the post office to do so (packets) are known as packet letters. Let-
ters carried by private ship are called ship letters. Other than bootleg mail (which we do not discuss),
ship letters peter out by around 1850 . Initially, ship letters were relatively cheap, and packet letters
extremely expensive; however, in 1839 , when there was a drastic reduction in letters mailed to or from
a non-port town in BNA, the packet letter rates (although still fairly expensive) were not much worse
than those of ship letters. There was a sequence of further reductions in rates in either direction, until
by the middle of 1870 , it was 3d (6¢ ) by the cheapest route.

Some highlights of the exhibit:

Ship letters To UK [pp 2–14 ]; NS–England (1766 ), Canada to Scotland via Ireland 1816 , Canada to
Guernsey by warship 1808 , Canada to London via Kingston (ferriage) and US (1830 ), partially free
Toronto (not the city) to London via US (1832 ), Canada to England freight money (1840 ).

In the opposite direction [pp 15–23 ], England to Canada 1796 , War of 1812 by war ship (1812 ),
postpaid withdrawn ship letters (two) from London and Liverpool to Canada (1815 ), quintuple half-
packet ship letter to Halifax via New York (1826 ), 1841 to Canada with penny red, consignees mail to
PEI (1841 ).

Packets to 1839 To UK [pp 24–32 ]; Montreal to Edinburgh via New York (1786 ), PEI (Isle St Jean)–
Edinburgh 1797 , PEI–London (two) travelling on the same ship, but inconsistent rates (1816 ), Halifax–
Scotland with more than one pound postage (1830 ).

From UK to BNA [pp 33–45 ], London–Quebec (1793 ), prepaid Edinburgh–PEI with experimental
London paid datestamp (1794 ), letter replacing one lost on a missing ship (1829 ), London–Saint John
with two pounds postage (1817 ).

Packets, 1839 on To UK [pp 46–68 ]; Upper Canada to London in the confused rate period (March–
August 1839 ), misrated partially prepaid PEI–London (1839 ), Kingston to London via British packet
agent & consul in Boston (1844 ), redirected Quebec–UK with two penny reds added (1845 ), Halifax–
Liverpool bisect (1856 ), Manitoba to Orkney Islands (1871 ).

Going west [pp 69–91 ], penny pink stationery used to Canada (1847 ), London–Toronto franked
with a dozen penny reds (1852 ), overweight or otherwise underpaid letters (various), Liverpool–Saint
John via Collins Line with 10d embossed.

Shortpaid penalty introduced [pp 92–99] (1859– ) Jersey–Cape Breton (1862 ), Rugby–Niagara
four 2d blue but charged 29¢ due (1867 ), shortpaid as a result of first packet principle (several).

Too late & late fee [pp 100–103] Script Too Late PEI–UK (1850 ), too late & first packet principle
combination (1861 ); Liverpool to NB late fee (1849 ), late fee and carried by North Atlantic Steam
Navigation Company (1857 ).

Other services [pp 104–110] Newspaper wrapper PEI–UK (1839 ), Parliamentary free privilege London–
NB (1792 ), partially free transatlantic envelope (1840 ).

Soldiers' letters [pp 111–112] Bermuda–Halifax–Liverpool–Halifax–Montreal missent to Liverpool
England 1841 .
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Ship letters Very Early
Carried by private ship not under contract to the post office or the Admiralty. In 1765 , the rates on
incoming (to the UK) ship letters were modified to flat 1d ship letter fee plus internal UK postage, to
be paid by the recipient.

Nova Scotia to England
Very early ship letter, Halifax to
London, 9 October 1766 .
Rated 1d ship letter fee and
4d over 80 miles within Eng-
land & Wales from port to des-
tination, totalling 5d.

Straightline PEMBROKE
(Wales), likely port of arrival,
Bishop mark dated 24 NO ap-
plied at London.

Early ship letter, Halifax to London,
2 December 1791 . Rated as above.

Straightline DEAL SHIP-LRE
(Robertson s4 , known use 1790–
1794 ) port of arrival. Common Lon-
don receiver, dated de 20 .
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Canada to Ireland & Scotland via Ireland
On 6 July 1815 , Irish incoming ship letter rate became 6d (Irish) for a single letter; remained in effect
until 1835 when concordance with English rates occurred. The fancy sloped 6 d handstamp is a Dublin
ship letter marking, known in only three examples.

Quebec to Scotland, via Ireland, 1816 . Rated 6d Irish ship letter fee on receipt at Dublin plus Irish 9d
65–90mile rate to Donaghadee, then the Scottish rates, 2d packet to Port Patrick, 9d Port Patrick to
Glasgow, and Scottish 1⁄2d wheel tax, making 2/21⁄2 total (upper left).

Dublin ship letter marking (lower left; Robertson s3 , 1815–1847 ), and Glasgow box receiver.

Quebec to Belfast, 1819 . Rated 6d Irish ship letter fee on receipt at Dublin and Irish 9d rate as above,
making 1/3 total collect.

Faint Dublin ship letter marking, as above.
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Canada to Scotland
For the period 1799–1815 , an additional ship letter charge of 4d per rate was imposed on incoming
ship letters, but only on those sent via post office agents abroad; otherwise, the fee remained 1d.

Quebec to Greenock, 1801 . Rated ms 4 and 2/1; the latter is probably a red herring (not a rate mark);
the 4 likely represents the higher ship letter fee as described above. There was no additional internal
charge as the port was the destination.

Oval crown ship letter marks of Quebec (relatively common, 1800–1839 ) and Greenock in red
(Robertson s4 , 1800–1804 ). Ms per the Neilson at lower left.

Quebec to Greenock, 1801 . Rated initially 1/8, struck through and replaced by 2/8. Possible explanation
for first rate is 1d ship letter fee, arriving at an unknown port in England 170–230 miles from London;
then combined with the rate to a town in Scotland (8d London–Edinburgh, 3d Edinburgh–Greenock,
less 1d); mail to Scotland was via London. The 2/8 may have been total due with other mail.
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Canada to British Isles

Quebec to Guernsey via warship, 1808 . Rated initially 1/–, then struck through and rerated 1/5. Rate to
Channel Islands over the period 1805–39 was 3d from Weymouth, plus London–Weymouth, port of
arrival to London, and 1d ship letter fee.

Ms Pr HMS Nightingale, a war ship. Backstamped London receiver.

Montreal–London and beyond, redirected twice, 1809 . Rated 1N0, 1N3, both struck through and replaced
by 1N7. Arrived at Falmouth, charged 1d ship letter fee and 11d to London (total: 1/– ); forwarded to
Colchester (under 15 miles; 3d); then again to Portsmouth (4d more).

Faint crown ship letter falmouth (Robertson s3 ) at left. At right, red Postage to London/Not Paid;
partial Advertised at Colchester on reverse.
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Nova Scotia to Scotland & England
From 1801 , internal UK rates were by mileage, not via a major city.

Halifax to Aberdeen, via Yarmouth ship letter, 1811 . Rated 1/3, made up of the rates Yarmouth (Norfolk
County) to Aberdeen (1/2 , distance 500–600 miles) plus 1d ship letter fee (Yarmouth is on the west
coast, so it would have travelled via London anyway).

Endorsed Pr Cambria, Capt Pirie. Two-line yarmouth ship letter (Robertson s1 , known use
1795–1813 ). Edinburgh Bishop mark dated au 16 , known use 1802–12 .

Halifax to London, via Margate ship letter, 1816 . Rated 4/–, triple the combined 8d ship letter fee (insti-
tuted 1 August 1815 ), and 50–80miles (8d) Margate to London.

Two-line MARGATE SHIP LETTER (Robertson s3 ; known use 1815–22 ).
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Canada to England
Incoming ship letter fee increased to 8d per unit weight August 1815 .

Three Rivers to London via Halifax, 1818 . Rated initially 1/10 1⁄2 cy (= 1/8 stg) collect for the 767 (mea-
sured) miles internal bna rate, struck through, then 2/2 (combined packet rate), struck through, and
replaced by 3/4, adding the 8d ship letter fee and presumably 1/– internal UK rate to London from
the port of arrival.

Ms 3 is a manuscript marking indicating Three Rivers (LC). Standard Halifax crown ship letter, and
the italic SHIP LETTER applied at London (after arrival at a small port).

York to England via Halifax and Liverpool, 1820 . Rated initially Paid 5N6cy, double internal bna rate for
1100–1200 miles, York (Toronto) to Halifax (NS), then charged 3/4 stg for double incoming ship letter
(from Halifax to Liverpool), 8d, plus internal Liverpool to Somersetshire, 1/– (230–300 miles).

Straightline york (Toronto), crown oval Halifax ship letter, and stepped Liverpool ship letter.
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Ship letters via the United States Canada to England
More frequent departures from New York than from Halifax meant that it was typically faster to send
mail via the US; the mileage charges (to Halifax) meant it was frequently cheaper. The US rates were
18 3/4¢ (under 300 miles) and 25¢ (300+ miles) per weight/enclosure. The postage to the border and
through the US had to be prepaid.

Bath (UC) to London, via Kingston ferriage, 1831 . Rated 71⁄2d cy, itself made up of 4 1⁄2d cy under 60 miles
plus 3d Kingston ferriage (seldom seen); 111⁄2d cy, prepaying the US postage (18 3/4¢ ) from the border
(Kingston) to New York; then charged 1/7stg, made up as usual of 8d ship letter fee and 11d from
Liverpool to London.

Faint bath 1829 type, known use 1829–37 ; fainter Kingston circle (lower left) and Liverpool ship
letter on reverse.

Trafalgar (UC) to London, 1834 . Rated prepaid 9 & 25Cts—9 refers to 9d cy, made up of 7d cy for 61–
100miles to the Queenston–Lewiston cross-border point, plus 2d ferriage; 25¢ is the US rate from
Lewiston to New York; finally, charged 1/7 as Liverpool ship letter (as above).

Ms dated 1829-type Trafalgar (UC), known use 1832–49 . Faint two-step Liverpool ship letter on
reverse. G:P (General Post) in red.
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Canada to UK via US

Exchange point to London, via US and Liverpool, 1829 . Rated paid 18 3
4¢, US rate from Derby Line (Ver-

mont) to New York (150–400 miles); no BNA postage as Stanstead–Derby Line was a cross-border
exchange point; charged 1/7 stg, ship letter fee (8 d) and Liverpool–London (11 d, 170–230 miles).

Double circle italic STANSTEAD LC, only known example with LC at base (later examples have LC off
to the side); manuscript Derby Line Vt (previously known 1838–40 ). Usual two-stepped Liverpool ship
letter and London receiver on reverse.

York to London, via Niagara exchange, New York, and Liverpool, 1830 . Rated PAID 61⁄2 & 1/3 (cy), the first
being 4 1⁄2d cy (61–100 miles) York (Toronto) to Niagara, plus 2 1⁄2 d cy ferriage (Niagara ferriage is much
less frequently seen than at other points), the second, the equivalent in currency of 25¢ (US rate over
400 miles, Niagara–New York). Then charged 1/7, as above.

Common circle york up. can , faint double circle niagara u.c (inverted u.c ), and double oval
niagara u. canada paid to new york , fewer than five strikes known. Common two-stepped
Liverpool ship letter and London receiver.
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Canada to UK, partially free

Toronto (not the city) to London via US, 1832 . Rated (prepaid) 9d cy (7d to Queenston and 2d ferriage
to Lewiston) and American 1/3 cy equivalent to 25¢ , the US rate to New York. Then rated the normal
combined Liverpool ship letter and internal rate to London (combined 1/7 stg), struck through and
crown free applied, since the letter was addressed to the Paymaster General of His Majesty’s land
forces (eligible for free franking).

Only reported example of Toronto (Peel County, open 1826–36 ) manuscript (upper left). Red u.s .p .
paid 25 straightline applied at Queenston (one of three examples recorded), common Lewiston (ny )
cds, and large two-line liverpool ship lre (Robertson s3 , 1819–33 ).
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Canada to UK via US
Multiple rates Canada: per enclosure up to a maximum of four rates; at one ounce or more, charged at
one rate per quarter ounce; United States: same as Canada; United Kingdom: almost the same, but
under an ounce charged at most triple, and quadruple applied to 1–1 1⁄4 oz (to December 1839 ).

Quadruple, Toronto–London via New York & Portsmouth, 1836 . Rated 1 oz; prepaid 2/6 d cy: 4 × 7 + 2d cy
(Queenston–Lewiston ferriage: flat 2d), & 1.00, four times 25¢ rate to New York; then charged 5/4stg,
quadruple 8d ship letter fee & 8d internal mileage charge Portsmouth–London (50–80 miles).

Common red City of Toronto double circle, with straightline too late (arrived too late for mail
despatch); two-step portsmouth ship letter (Robertson s13 , 1815–1844 ).

Nonatuple & dectuple, Canada–Edinburgh via New York & Liverpool, 1837 . Rated 21⁄4, paid nine times 25¢
per quarter ounce US rate (over 400 miles) paid $2.25 (upper right); reweighed as 21⁄2 oz, and charged
10 × 1/7 = 15/10stg ((1/7) is made up of the ship letter rate, 8d, plus 11d internal rate Liverpool–
Edinburgh). No Canadian rate—postmasters at Kingston and some other border towns were also US
postmasters. Faint boxed 1⁄2, Scottish wheel tax.

Red New York transit mark; boxed two-line serif Liverpool Ship Letter (Robertson s13 , 1834–
38 ); Edinburgh receiver (on reverse).
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Freight money, via US
From the latter half of 1838 to December 1840 , an extra fee, known as freight money was charged on
mail carried by US ships from New York to UK. The charge was 12 1⁄2¢ per single rate if carried by sailing
ship, and 25¢ by steamer. A few dozen examples are known from BNA.

Quebec freight money to England by New York and Liverpool, 1840 . Rated paid 11 d cy, mileage from Quebec
to exchange point (201–300 miles), paid 183/4¢ US rate (150–400 miles) from the exchange point to
New York, and paid 121⁄2¢ freight charge, all prepaid at Quebec. Then charged 8d stg, ship letter fee,
no internal UK fee.

Relatively common double circle Quebec, two-line liverpool ship letter (Robertson s14 , 1838–
41 ), somewhat late London receiver (circle), and twopenny post dater on reverse.
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Prince Edward Island to England
Multiple rate, partial prepayment, devalued PEI currency → confusion; during 4d uniform rate period.

Multiple, misrated, partially prepaid, Charlottetown–London, November 1839 . Rated 3 oz; this should have
been charged 12 × 1/− = 12/–stg (8d stg packet rate plus internal UK 4d uniform rate); instead it was
misrated paid 8/– in Prince Edward Island currency (which was devalued with respect to Halifax cur-
rency). This was struck through correctly charged 12/–, which was again struck through and charged
8/8, likely in Halifax currency, which was converted to 8/–stg collect. This credits the amount paid
in PEI currency with an exchange rate of 1/–stg = 1/4 Island currency (likely there was a further
miscalculation, as the normal exchange was 1/6 Island currency).

Partial prepayment of a single charge (as opposed to charges for different services, e.g., rates across
different countries) was not normally permitted.

Carried on Black Ball ship New York to Liverpool, arrived 14 December 1839 (postmarked on 15th, a
Sunday so not handled at London until Monday).

Standard (faint) Prince Edwards Island large circular datestamp, Halifax double broken circle, and
London receiver.
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Canada to UK via US
From 10 January 1840 , the incoming ship letter fee was 8d up to one half ounce, 1/4 to one ounce,
and 1/4 for each additional ounce—and no internal British postage. Ship letters become less common
after 1839 , owing to minimal internal BNA rates on outgoing packet letters.

Toronto–Selkirk, 13 February 1840 . Rated (prepaid) 7 d cy (61–100 miles to the lines), and 25¢ to New
York; then charged ship letter fee, 8d stg.

City of Toronto double circle and two-line liverpool ship letter (Robertson s14 , 1838–41 ).

Quintuple and sextuple, to London via Portsmouth, 25 March 1840 . Rated 1/4 oz prepaid 2/11 cy (five times
9d, 101–200 miles to the exchange point) and $1.25 (five times 25¢ , US postage to New York); then
charged 2/8 charged at the two ounce rate for incoming ship letters. From 1840 , UK permitted only
even multiple half-ounce rates after the first.

Two-step Ship Letter Portsmouth (Robertson s15 , in red 1834–40 ) on reverse.
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Ship letters from the British Isles to BNA
If put aboard ship privately, no British charge until 1814 ; possible charge at Canadian ports of 2d stg
= 2 1⁄2d cy, later 4d stg.

England to Canada

London to Montreal via Quebec, 1796 . Rated 10 d cy, likely made up of 1d Quebec carrier fee to the post
office, and 9d single rate Quebec–Montreal.

Straightline ship , possibly applied at Quebec (issued by the Ship Letter Office, London, 1782 , this is
the generic style). Double part circle quebec canada, abouf five examples known; encloses separate
Quebec Bishop mark. Endorsed Per Earl Marchmont (wrecked in 1811 ).
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England to Canada
Via war ship, during the War of 1812 ; Liverpool forwarding agent.

Leeds to Montreal via Liverpool and Quebec, October 1812 . Rated 10, likely 1d Quebec carrier rate to the
post office plus 9d Quebec–Montreal.

Ms Palus, a war ship. Endorsed by forwarding agents, Liverpool 6th August 1812/Forwarded by your
obediant servants/Morrall & Newland.

Faint Quebec crown double oval ship letter marking; Quebec fleuron wings (known use 1804?–39? ,
variations).
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Post paid withdrawn ship letter (ppwsl )
Over September 1814–July 1815 , ship letters could legally be sent aboard any ship, provided the
senders paid one third the packet rate via Falmouth at a post office before mailing. A total of six are
known to Canada. The handstamps are invariably on the centre of the reverse.

Liverpool–Montreal, via Que-
bec, twice a ship letter, June
1815 . Rated initially pre-
paid 2/3, one third triple
packet (1/3 packet + 1/–
stg Liverpool–Falmouth);
rated 2N51⁄2cy, triple the
9d Quebec–Montreal rate
& on arrival at Quebec, the
seldom-seen BNA ship let-
ter rate: 2d stg = 2 1⁄2d.

Red Liverpool ppwsl
in typical position (over
the seal); endorsed Pr Royal
Yeoman; standard double oval
Quebec crown ship letter.

London to Montreal via Quebec, April 1815 . Rated initially prepaid 1/5, one third double packet rate (1/3
packet plus 11d London–Falmouth; fractions were rounded); then charged 1N81⁄2d cy, double 9d and
BNA ship letter fee as above.

Typically clear London ppwsl ; endorsed Pr Cumberland—B Barnett Master; and the Quebec crown ship
letter.
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England to Canada
Two of the five examples of the Montreal Ship Lre (the only Canadian crown ship letter using the lre
abbreviation). These are typical strikes. The two letters are consecutive in this correspondence, but the
earlier one (at bottom), marked 2d (second) is a copy of a letter sent via a different route.

Both were mailed from Liverpool in 1817 and were carried by the same ship, the John & Mary. Both
are rated 111⁄2, presumably made up of BNA ship letter fee (2 1⁄2d cy) and 9d, for which there is no obvi-
ous explanation (Quebec–Montreal was 9d cy, but the ship letter marking would have been applied at
Quebec, not Montreal).
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Ship letter from England to Canada via US
Single and double rates

Liverpool to Montreal via New York, 1821 . Rated 201⁄2, made up of 18 1⁄2¢ US rate (150–400 miles, 1816–
25 ) and 2¢ US ship letter fee; then charged 1/7 cy made up of the translation to currency of the US
charges and the special 6d rate from the border to Montreal.

Small 1st, indicating two or more copies were sent, of which this was the first; Pr Importer; straightline
ship applied at New York.

Double rate, same correspondence, 1821 ; Rated 39, double 18 1⁄2¢ US rate plus 2¢ ship letter fee. Enclosed a
prices current (for August 1821 , hence the double rate). Then rated 3/9 cy, made up of the translation
of 39¢ to currency, plus double 6d rate to Montreal.

Prices current
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Half-packet ship letters
During 1799–1835 , if the GB post office arranged outward transmission by private ship, the charge
was half the combined packet and internal postage to Falmouth. Both of these via the US.

Quintuple half-packet via New York to Halifax by sea, 1826 . Rated prepaid 5/5 (11⁄4 oz), based on 5 × 2/2,
would-be rate made up of 1/3 Falmouth packet and 11d London–Falmouth). This and the rate mark
struck through and replaced by 1N and a separate 21⁄2, both in currency. The latter is the BNA incoming
ship letter fee (apparently flat), the former the rate by sea from New York, but the rate is unclear.

Double oval post paid ship lR london (Robertson s46 , new late date—by four days!); post
paid struck through at same time as half-packet rates and weight. Red circle date stamp and ship
applied at New York.

Bath to Quebec via New York by land, 1833 . Rated P (paid) 11 d cy, half of the packet rate 1/10, made up
from 1/3 and 7 d mileage. At New York, rated 203/4 collect, US rate 150–400 miles to the border; red
B 68 refers to mail carried on the Hudson and Champlain Rivers (boat or batteau) and is not a rate mark.
Finally rated collect 2/1 d cy, made up of 1/1 d cy (equivalent to 20 3/4¢ , 11 d cy for 201–300 miles
from the exchange point to Quebec, and 1d cy Quebec local delivery fee.

Double broken circle Bath (UK) on reverse. Originally endorsed Care of Messrs W & I Brown esq, Chapel
Street, Liverpool, forwarding agents, struck through; New York ship cds (known use 1832–47 ).
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Scotland to Canada
Very few stamped covers to Canada are known during 1840–41 .

Via forwarding agent, Forres (Scotland)–Liverpool–New York–Queenston–Ancaster (UC), December 1841 . Rated
paid 1d and penny red internal UK postage to Messrs Brown Shipley & Co (forwarding agents in Liver-
pool). Collect US postage of 27¢ (25¢ New York–Queenston/Lewiston exchange, 400+ miles, and 2¢
incoming ship fee). This converts to 1/4 1⁄2cy, to which 4 1⁄2d (under 60 miles, Q–A) was added, making
a total of 1/9cy due.

Boxed Forres dater, red Edinburgh circle, Liverpool lozenge receiver, New York, Queenston, and very
faint Ancaster date stamps.
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Consignee mail,
1829
Letters accompanying
packages sent by ship from
UK were not subject to ship
letter or internal UK pos-
tage; on arrival, cover
charged BNA ship letter fee.

Documents refer to two
orders of two millstones, sent
from Glasgow (Greenock) on
different ships, Favourite and
Earl Dalhousie; letter was car-
ried on the latter.

Greenock–Quebec, enclosing bills
of lading, 1829 . Rated no
UK postage, as above; 21⁄2 BNA
incoming ship letter fee.

Small red Quebec crown
ship letter, and usual Que-
bec fleurons.
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Consignee mail to Prince Edward Island
Very unusual.

London–Charlottetown, 1841 . No postage charged.

Carried on private ship, Lady Wood, Capt Salmond. Invoice accompanying a shipment of bibles.
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Packets to 1839
Mail carried by government-authorized ships. Between Halifax (or New York) and Falmouth, the packet
rates were 1/– stg (to 1805 , 1/1 stg (1805–12 ), 1/3 (1812–38 ); in 1838 , packets could be sent from
London or Liverpool and were charged ship letter fees—in all cases, these are for single letters, and in-
ternal charges (at both ends) had to be added. In 1839 , the rating scheme changed drastically, reducing
(or eliminating) the internal fees.

However, there seemed to be a great deal of rate confusion in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, as many covers are rated anomalously.

Montreal to Edinburgh, via Falmouth Packet, 1786 (anomalous rates). Rated 10/1⁄2 or 1 oz 1⁄2 (sextuple rate),
and 3/6; it is unclear which the former mark represents. The packet letter and internal UK rates are
1/– + 10 d Falmouth to London + 7 d stg London to Edinburgh, totalling 2/5 , which is confusing.
The rate from Montreal to New York should have been considerably more than 10 1⁄2d cy.

Endorsed To go by the first Packet from New York. With London (right) and Edinburgh Bishop marks.
Datelined 12 February, arrived at London 16 May, and at Edinburgh 20 May.
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Prince Edward Island to Scotland

PEI to Edinburgh via Halifax, septuple rate, 1797–98 (anomalous rates). Rated 1 3
4 oz (seven times single

letter rate), and 15/2 stg charged. The rate was evidently made up as 7 × 2/2; packet charge was 1/– ,
the combined Falmouth to London to Edinburgh internal rate was normally 10d + 7d, but here it was
taken as only 1/2 . According to contents, letter was carried from PEI to Halifax by two young men, hence
no internal BNA charge.

Until 1799 , PEI was known as Isle St Jean. Boxed halifax straightline (known 1797–99 ; five or
fewer examples known).

The letter is to an absentee landlord from his manager at Lot 11 .
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PEI to Scotland

PEI to Edinburgh, via Halifax, quintuple rate, 1803 (anomalous rates). Rated 11⁄4oz (five times single rate),
rated 10/10 (struck through), 9/2 (struck through), and 4/7. The first is consistent with the 2/2 total
per rate of the previous letter; 9/2 is not divisible by five, so was likely an error of arithmetic; and 4/7
is quintuple 11d, which is inexplicable.

Straightline halifax (known 1799–1803 and 1807–11 ), and Edinburgh receiver.

Same correspondence as previous letter. Carried privately to Halifax, taking two months, in the
difficult winter season.
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Nova Scotia to England
Finally, rates agreeing with those in the literature.

Halifax to London, 1803 . Rated 1/10 collect, made up as 1/– packet rate, and 10d Falmouth–London.

Straightline halifax and partial London receiver.

Halifax to London, 1815 . Rated 2/2 collect; in 1812 , the packet rate became 1/3 , and the internal rate
Falmouth–London rose to 11 d stg. Unusually clear common four blobs halifax dater (1814–45 ).
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PEI to England
Different rate schemes on covers carried on the same ship!

Charlottetown–London, same packet, different rates, 1816 . Letters travelled Charlottetown–Pictou (NS)–
Halifax, then carried on the same ship (Halifax cancels have the same date—on which the ship left
port), and then Falmouth–London.

Earlier (bottom) rated 41⁄2 + 71⁄2 (C–P, P–H); this was converted to 10 d sterling and added to the now
firm 2/2 packet rate to London, making 3/–. This was struck though and the 111⁄2 d cy was erroneously
treated as sterling, making the final amount due, 3/11⁄2.

Later (top) rated 7 d cy (just Pictou to Halifax; possibly carried to P), and then rated, inexplicably
2/81⁄2 struck through and replaced by 2/91⁄2.

Manuscript Pictou town datestamp, fewer than five known in this period.
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Canada to Great Britain

Kingston (UC) to London, via Halifax, 1817 . Rated Inland postage paid 2N5d cy; prepays the BNA rate
Kingston–Halifax (1000–1100 miles, 24 d stg); then charged 2/2 (combined packet 1/3 and Falmouth–
London 11 d). There is also an ms 9, which is not a rate mark.

Straightline kingston (relatively common among Canadian straightlines), standard four blobs Hal-
ifax dater and London receiver. Carried on the Falmouth Packet Francis Freeling (named after former head
of the General Post Office).

Philipsburg (LC) to London, 1828 . Rated Paid to Halifax 2/5, (BNA internal postage as above), and charged
2/2, as above.

Horse shoe type philipsburg (one of two reported in private hands), Halifax four blobs, and Lon-
don receiver. Carried on the Skylark, 25 March–11 April.
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Nova Scotia–United Kingdom, multiple rates

Halifax–London, double rate prepaid, 1820 . Very unusual for this period, completely prepaid 4/10 cy,
struck through in UK and replaced by sterling equivalent 4/4 stg, double 2/2 (1/3 to Falmouth and
11 d F–L).

Circular halifax ns paid , usually in red; also London receiver.

Halifax–Scotland, nine times rate, 1830 . Rated 21⁄4 oz (nine times), £1/1/9, equalling nine times 2/5 ; this
is made up of 1/3 (packet) and 1/2 mileage to Falkirk using the 1805 scale (up to 600 miles by road).
And the additional 1

2 d Scottish wheel tax.

Two over-inked Halifax four blobs daters (both dated no ? 1830 ) and London receiver (dec 28 ).
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Rerated, PEI to England
Large crowns (usually in red) were used to strike through a rate mark, in order to replace it with a
correction. On the examples below, an additional sheet or weight was charged. Two different crowns.

Charlottetown–London, single to double, 1821 . Rated pd to Halifax 8 d cy (compulsory prepayment), then
charged single Falmouth packet and Falmouth–London, 2/2. Cancelled by red crown and replaced by
double rate, 4/4. Likely due to an enclosure being detected.

Unusually clear strike of prince edward island circular datestamp (1814–28 , used at Charlot-
tetown), and faint Halifax four blobs dater. Carried on the packet Lord Hobart, departed 21 May.

C–L, triple to quadruple, 1835 . Rated paid 2/–, triple the 8d cy single letter rate; indicates that it
contained two enclosures, and charged 6/6 stg, triple the 2/2 single letter rate. Then marked 1 oz,
requiring quadruple rate, so the crown (differing from that above) was applied to the 6/6, and 8/8 was
charged.

Early use of double broken circle prince edwards island (known 1835–42 ), and faint very
common Halifax circle; London receiver.
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packet letter handstamp
Letters to UK found on transatlantic ships not already in the mail were stamped and charged as packet
letters. Seldom seen on letters from BNA.

Montreal via for-
warding agent at
New York, 1821 .
Rated paid 6,
special rate
Montreal–border,
paid 181⁄2¢ , US
rate to New York
(150–400miles).

Care of TW Moore
Esq/New York (for-
warding agent).
Put aboard Duke
of York, where
detected and
charged 2/2 as
packet letter (1/3
packet & 11 d
inland rate).

Straightline
handstamp mon-
treal (usually
on reverse); small
boxed packet
letter , & Lon-
don receiver.

Halifax to London, 1837 .
Rated 2/2, packet letter.

Standard Halifax date stamp,
and larger boxed handstamp
packet letter .
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UK to BNA packets, to 1839 England to Canada

London to Quebec via Halifax, 1793 . Rated paid 3 struck through and replaced by two separate 1/– and 10,
prepaid packet and rate London–Falmouth; then charged 1/8 cy (equivalent to 1/6stg, 601–700 miles,
Halifax–Quebec).

Red double circle paid applied in London, year at base (1791–94 ); endorsed Pr the Martha, Captain
Brown. Two part Halifax double circle (1788–96 ), fewer than ten examples known.
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